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Repeat ICAC champs lose first NCAA tourney game
by Joel Gillespie
Sports Editor
In their first NCAA tournament action
since 1992, Rose-Hulman committed five
errors and squandered an early 2-0 lead on
their way to losing to Ohio Wesleyan, 10-
2. The Engineers are still alive in the
double-elimination Mideast Regional, with
a game at 3:30 p.m. (Indiana time) today in
the loser's bracket. Rose will play the loser
of the Marietta-Allegheny game which
was completed late last evening.
Engineer head coach Jeff Jenkins was
disappointed by the loss, but he hasn't
given up hope for the rest of the
tournament. "[The tournament] is double-
elimination for a reason. We still have a
chance to come back," he stressed.
The game began on a high note for the
visiting Engineers. Catcher Kyle Curry
hit a two-run double in the top of the first
inning, scoring Bryan Egli and Eric
Tryon to give Rose an early advantage.
Staff ace Eric Tryon started the game
for the Engineers despite being beset by
HOW SWEET IT IS!
Engineer seniors Kyle Curry (left) and Clinton Hiatt celebrate their second consecutive
ICAC tournament title.
the flu. Tryon didn't have his best stuff
on this especially humid day, and was
roughed up by the Bishops for five runs
in four innings pitched.
In the bottom of the first inning,
Wesleyan's Ryan Missler belted a two-
run home run over the left-center field
fence to even the score. The Bishops
picked up another run in the fourth to
take the lead, and then they exploded for
five runs in the fifth off Tryon and
reliever Andy Cain to take control of the
game.
Rose was unable to mount much of a
rally against Wesleyan pitcher Scott
Oberschlake, delivering only two hits
after the first inning. Jenkins
commented, "We can't celebrate after a
half- inning, and I think some of us did."
Jenkins cleared the bench when the
game got out of hand, giving many of
the younger players a taste of regional
action. Brad Rudolph finished out the
game on the mound for the Engineers,
giving up Wesleyan's final run.
Ohio Wesleyan didn't make any
mistakes to help out the struggling
Engineer bats, committing no errors in
the game. "I'll give Ohio Wesleyan a
lot of credit, they made every play,"
Jenkins noted.
Matt Sims will start the do-or-die
game for the Engineers tomorrow. Rose
needs to liven up their bats and clean up
their defense if they want to qualify for
the NCAA national tournament. The
regional winner will advance to that
tournament, to be held from May 23-28
at Salem, Virginia.
Society offers perks to students
by Jay Shannahan
Thorn Reporter
Jess Lucas, vice president of stu-
dent affairs, received a very favorable
response when he proposed forming
"The Rose-Hulman Society" to the
SGA Senate.
Students who join the society
would agree to take responsibility for
their actions and to dedicate them-
selves to achieve their full potential,
successfully complete their degree pro-
gram and continue to support the insti-
tute after they graduate.
Members of this society will benefit
from lifelong aid from Rose-Hulman in
seeking employment, gaining admis-
sion to graduate school, or in any other
reasonable requests.
Lucas came up with the idea while
talking to Brent Robertson, president
of the alumni association. Lucas and
Robertson agreed that something was
missing from the campus, which
inspired the idea for the Rose-Hulman
society,
Lucas commented, "Membership
in a college as a student is more than
just being a student. It means that
you're accepting membership in a
special group of people."
The society is still in the planning
stages. Details such as membership
requirements are still unresolved.
Lucas requests that students with sug-
gestions or comments contact him.
Students can either stop by his office,
call him at x8230, or E-Mail him at
Jess.Lucas@Rose-Hulman.edu.
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Friday, May 17
Thesis Defense, "Automation Guidelines For EDESUR,
A Newly Formed Argentine Distributing Company,"
Ken Roth, CL-119, 8 a.m.
Baseball, at NCAA Division III Mideast Tournament,
Marietta, Ohio:
• Winners Of First Round Games, 11 a.m.
• Losers Of First Round Games, 2:30 p.m.
• Loser Of 11 a.m. Game vs. Winner Of 2:30 p.m., 6
p.m.
(WMHD-FM 90.5 Will Broadcast Rose-Hulman's Games)
Reception For Margaret Ying & Logan Library Staff,
Faculty/Staff Dining Room, Hulman Union, 4 p.m.
International Student Reception, North Room, 4:30-6:30
p.m
SaturdAY /4/ // V/t/  "Z/
Baseball, at NCAA Division III Mideast Tournament,
Marietta, Ohio:
• Championship Game, Noon
• Championship Game (If Necessary), 3 p.m.
(WMHD-FM 90.5 Will Broadcast Rose-Hulman's Games)
Sunday, Ma 
q
Last Supper Before Finals, Main Dining Room
Bump Day At Indianapolis Motor Speedway
// / • /•-• ' 7,- /27,27/ „y" 
//
Start 6 Final Exams For Spring 
0
uarter:8/a.m.
Deadline For Senior Grades, 9 a.m.
: "
Institute Meeting To Approve Graduates, E-1 04, 12:30 p.m.
Institute Meeting To Discuss PTR Issues, E-104, 5 p.m.
Track, at NCAA Division III National Championships
5 ,
President's Administrative Council, North Room, 8 a.m.
• -
311 ZAW/1//
End Of Spring Quarter
Faculty/Staff End Of Year Dinner/Dance, Main Dining
Room, 7 p.m.
Army/Air Force ROTC Commissioning Ceremony, North
Room, 1-4 p.m.
i°1111::2CMIE1
Commencement, Shook Fieldhouse, 11 a.m.
19 ,tp ralendar
..,SePternucl;
Sun.-Tue.,1-3 — Freshman Orientation
Mon., 2 — Labor Day
Tues., 3 — New Games, 5 p.m.
Tues., 3 — Cookout, 6 p.m.
Tues., 3 — Dance
Wed., 4 — Freshman Registration
Wed., 4— Ice Cream Social, 6:30 p.m.
Wed., 4— Activities Fair, 7 p.m.
Thurs., 5 — Classes Begin, 8:05 a.m.
Thurs., 5 — Terre Haute Business Night, 8 p.m.
Fri., 6— SAB presents comedian, Jeff Marder, 8 p.m.
Sat., 7 — Athletic Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony
Sun., 8— RHA Movie, Jurassic Park, 7 p.m., North
Room of the Union
Mon., 9 — Registration Deadline
Tues., 10— Fraternity Rush Opens, 6 p.m.
Wed., 11 — Final Date to Add a Class
Fri., 13— Fraternity Rush Informals
Sat., 14— Rosh Hashanah
Sun., 15 — Fraternity Rush Informals
Mon., 16— Closed Fraternity Rush
Wed., 18 — Fraternity Rush First Formal Invites Out
Sat., 21 — FAS The Local Girls (vocalists)
Sun., 22 — Fraternity Rush - First Formal Invites Due
Sun., 22 — Yom Kippur
Sun., 22 — RHIT Faculty/Staff Family Picnic, Deming
Park
Mon., 23 — Closed Fraternity Rush
Mon., 23 — Yom Kippur
Fri., 27 — Fraternity Rush, First Formals
Sun., 29 — Fraternity Rush, First Formals
Mon.-Mon., 30-7 — Closed Fraternity Rush
:
Sat., 5 — Homecoming
Sat., 12 — Midterm Progress Reports Due, 11 a.m.
Sun., 13 — RHA Movie, Seven, 7 p.m., North Room of
the Union
Mon., 14— Fraternity Second Formal Invites Out
Mon., 14— Closed Fraternity Rush
Mon., 14— Columbus Day
Tues., 15 — Registration for Winter (Classes in Session)
Thurs.-Fr.., 17-18 — No Classes
Thurs.-Fr.., 17-18 — Closed Fraternity Rush
p
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Thanks to you, all sorts of everyday products are being
made from recycled materials. But to keep recycling working
to help protect the Earth. you need to buy those products.





Could be yours this week!
BE A PLASMA DONOR... BECAUSE
LIFE IS EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY
WALK-INS WELCOME
ave you been immunized for Hepatitis B?
If you ansu ered yes
you could earn up to $280 monthly
Call Bill for details
(812) 234-4828





Sun., 20 — Fraternity Rush Second Formal Invites Due
Sun., 20— Closed Rush
Mon., 21 — Final Date to Drop Course Without Penalty
Mon., 21 — Closed Fraternity Rush
Fri., 25 — Fraternity Second Formals
Sat., 26— Dad's Day
Sun., 27 — Fraternity Second Formals
Mon., 28 — No Fraternity Contact with rushees
Tues., 29 — Fraternity Bid Tuesday
Thurs., 31 —Halloween
Noveuliwr 1996
Sat., 2— FAS The Audubon Quartet plus Eli Eban - clari-
net
Tues., 5 — Election Day
Mon., 11 — Veteran's Day
Mon., 18 — Final Exams Begin, 8 a.m.
Thurs., 21 —Fall Term Ends, 5 p.m.
Mon., 25 — Final Grades Due, 9 a.m.
Thurs., 28 — Thanksgiving
,i7it;t /;//i/A/0•;,
Mon., 2— Classes Begin, 8:05 a.m.
Wed., 4— Registration Deadline, 4 p.m.
Thurs., 5 — Hanukkah
Fri., 6— Final Date to Add a Class
Fri., 6— Hanukkah
Sat., 7 — FAS Europa Troubadours (ethnic selections)
Fri., 20 — Christmas vacation begins after last class
Wed., 25— Christmas
Submissions To Campus Events
Events may be published in Campus Events
by any organization or individual. Information on
club meetings, lectures/speeches, and athletic
events, including announcements of times and
locations may be submitted to Campus Calendar,
in care of Dale Long, associate director of
communications, at Box 14 or extension 8418.
More detailed articles containing plans, agendas,
and specific information should be submitted to the
Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made by Wednesday,
at noon, in order to be published in Campus Events
in the Rose Thorn on Friday.
Finding it hard to keep
important documents in order?
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Task force aims to boost graduation rate
by Pete Anderson
Thorn Reporter
The Taskforce on Improving Stu-
dent Persistence has looked into ways
to improve student persistence at
Rose-Hulman and will present their
11 findings to the Board of Managers on
May 23.
Student persistence has been an
area of concern for the past few years.
Only 71 percent of students at Rose-
Hulman go on to finish their degree
program.
The task force included three stu-
dents including Karl Ammerman, a
senior computer engineer, Mike
McLaughlin, a sophomore computer
science major and Chris O'Malley, a
Lit junior.
The task force also has six faculty
members. The students are joined by
Mark Ball, professor of chemistry,
Dale Bremmer, professor of econom-
ics, Christine Buckley, professor of
mechanical and biomedical engineer-
ing, John Rickert, professor of mathe-
matics, Susan Smith, professor of
english and director of the learning
center and Ruth Waite, professor of
electrical and computer engineering.
Three staff members on the task
force are Brian Dyer, associate director
of admissions, Tom Miller, assistant
dean of students and John Robson,
director of the library.
Robson said, "We looked at the
Rose-Hulman environment, both in the
classroom and outside of the classroom
to see what we could do to improve aca-
demic and social aspects. The impres-
sion on whether [students] are going to
stay or leave is made in the first term."
The task force has adopted the slo-
gan, "The success of an institution and
the success of its students are insepara-
ble."
Robson elaborated, "The better the
school, the harder the students will
work to graduate."
Robson hopes suggestions of the
task force will help about a third of
those students who would not currently
complete their degree programs bring-
ing the graduation rate up to 80%.
The task force developed a Persis-
tence Plan, consisting of many compo-
nents.
First among these components is
consensus. The Rose-Hulman faculty
and staff must agree that student per-
sistence can and should be improved.
The task force also recommends
creating a new position, called a per-
sistence advocate, to monitor the total
student experience at Rose-Hulman.
Educational co-curricular activities
are suggested by the task force. An
educational co-curricular activity,
allows the freshman to see first hand
what an engineer does by working with
upperclassmen in the same major and a
faculty member on a project. While the
role of the student may be minimal, the
student obtains experience with what
they will be doing in a career. The stu-
dent realizes that all the work they are
putting in a engineering project is
worth the experience gained.
Robson would like to get the par-
ents more involved in the educational
process. Robson wants parents to
understand that attaining a high reten-
tion rate is really difficult.
Another component of the persis-
tence plan deals with advisors. The
task force believes that faculty advi-
sors, resident assistants, sophomore
advisors and work-study advisors could
help some of the "drop-out prone" stu-
dents by being more developmental and
informative and playing an active and
caring roll to students.
The task force plan also investigated
the academic pace of the students.
Some students have not had as much
experience with calculus as others, and
all students are at a different level, yet
they are all placed in the same class.
Providing more "on-ramps" or levels in
which students can start studying a sub-
ject at Rose-Hulman will accommodate
more students.
According to Robson, "Some stu-
dents have a good high school back-
ground and don't succeed, and then
some students who didn't have as good
a high school, didn't have calculus, do
succeed. What's the difference between
these two people? Attitude and motiva-
tion."
High ranking Republican, alumni earn honorary degrees
Rose-Hulman will award honorary Tobias and four alumni will receive doctor member of the House of Representatives and
degrees on May 25 to Randall Tobias, chair-
man of the board and chief
executive officer, Eli Lilly
and Company, Indiana
7th District Congressman
John Myers; and to four
Rose-Hulman alumni




ment address during the
118th Rose-Hulman grad-
uation ceremonies that
begin at 11 a.m. in Shook
Memorial Fieldhouse.
Congressman Myers
will be presented with an
honorary doctor of humane letters degree by
Rose-Hulman President Samuel Hulbert.
Randall Tobias
of engineering honorary degrees.
The engineering honorary
degree recipients include Willard
Holland, president and chief
executive officer, Ohio Edison
Company in Akron, Ohio, Niles
Noblitt, chairman of the bowrd of
directors, Biomet Inc. in Warsaw,
Indiana, William Small, vice
president, Westvaco Corporation
in Richmond, Virginia and Rich-
ard Raab, retired president, Inter-
face Associates, Inc. in
Baltimore, Maryland.
Myers is completing a 30-
year career in public service as a
Republican congressman repre-
senting Indiana's seventh Congressional Dis-
trict. Myers is the third most senior Republican
he has served as the top Republican on the
House Ethics, Post Office and
Civil Service committees.
Myers also served on the
Appropriations Committee
since 1970.
Tobias was named chair-
man of the board and chief
executive officer of Eli Lilly
and Company in 1993. Tobias
had previously been vice chair-
man of the board of AT&T.
Holland is a 1966 Rose-
Hulman electrical engineering
graduate. Holland serves as
chairman of the board and
CEO of Edison's subsidiary,
Pennsylvania Power Com-









May graduates call for details about Honda's
College Graduate Program!
Thompson's
Honda Isuzu and Motorsports
1st and Ohio Behind the Courthouse 232-1111
http:\www.honda.com http:\www.isuzu.com
Noblitt, a 1973 Rose-Hulman graduate, co-
founded Biomet, an international company for




Small was elected vice
president of Westvaco, six
years ago and he is also gen-
eral manager of the West-
vaco Folding Carton
Division plant which serves
the packaging needs for a
variety of consumer prod-
ucts.
John Myers
Raab was vice president
of the Roper Corp. before
creating Interface Associ-





—Mon 750 drafts & 1/2 price pizza
—Tues 22 oz. Miller lite bottles '1' &
Ho buffalo wings
—Wed / Imports & free snacks
—Thur / Margaritas & free nachos
—Sun 51‘4 16 oz draft and pizza specials
—Now Open Sat & Sun 11a.m.
235-1445 14th & Wabash_








"AVAILABLE IN MAY &
877-1146 SIIADP rEATS,
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Brothers' tarnished fraternity image through words and actions
  opinions of me. Most of them did brothers who "got completely for Kids' Sake, Delta Sigma Phi ners." I realize now that fratemi-
Matt Gumbel not have the honor or integrity 
to trashed" or the "wild time they had has the Basketball Marathon, and ties are about more than drinking;
sign their names to their thoughts. with the women." I even talked to the list goes on. However, more brothers have told me this repeat-
Features Editor While my ideas may not be shared several brothers who don't drink. than 90 percent of the brothers I edly. They do a great service to the
  by everyone, I am always willing Still, they would tell be about how would talk to told me about the community and to the campus
Last November, I wrote an arti- to attach my name to them, and I drunk their "big brother" was that parties and the drinking. So these throughout the year. They not only
cle which explained my opinion do not attempt to make personal night. It was a rare occasion that I stories formed my opinion of the provide a place where college men
about fraternities. My original attacks at anyone. can belong, they also providewas told about a good party and group.
brotherhood that can last a life-opinion was that they are not about However, it was not just theIn talking to various people, I alcohol was not mentioned. To the
making friends, but about buying have leamed a lot, and my feelings casual observer, when drinking is words of members that helped time. However, it is difficult see
friends. However, as Paul Simon have changed...some. I have seen all the members can talk about, it form my opinion, it was also their this side of the organization when
wrote in his song The Boxer "Still brotherhood and togetherness on does not bring a good picture of actions. An organization is repre- the members mostly talk about the
a man hears what he wants to hear, the floor this year, as pledges have the organization to mind. sented mainly by its members and drinking.
and disregards the rest," and few become brothers,  their actions. When Next year I will be a Sopho-
people saw this view of mine. Still, most brothers 
I realize that there is more I see certain broth- more Advisor, and I can guaranteeers being disre- that none of my views will be dis-Instead most people interpreted my have constantly
article as saying that fraternities spectful to others, it played before or during Rush. I doreminded me about to a fraternity than wine  are merely drinking organizations. the connection reflects on their fra- not want to interfere with fratemi-
Well, I have put off comment- between alcohol and women ternity. This is ties and their activities. However,
ing to most people and promised to and fraternities.  especially true I do have this suggestion for all
write a year-in-review of fratemi- I was able to form my new You must remember, drinking when they are wearing shirts signi- current brothers: remember that
ties. view by listening to brothers dur- for most members of a fraternity is fying their allegiance. everywhere you go, and every.
At the beginning of the year, I ing the year. Some brothers would illegal. I'm not going to preach. I I'm not the only one who asso- thing you do represents your fra-
didn't have the most positive tell me about the various service just wouldn't think that an organi- ciates groups by their members' ternity, on-and off-campus.
image of fraternities, due mainly to and philanthropic projects their zation who breaks at least one law actions. The actions of a particular Represent your organization by the
the activities during Rush. While fraternity was working on. Many, per social function would still be fraternity are so notorious that good things it does. Talk about the
this view was formed in a short many more brothers would tell me allowed to operate. After all, what when a friend of mine wanted to service projects and brotherhood,
time period, I had the entire year to about the party that just happened is this teaching the brothers? Is the rent a house, the first thing most instead of the drinking and
gain a new perspective, over the weekend. school trying to teach that breaking landlords asked was "Are you a women. Treat others with respect.
Much has happened to influ- I realize that there is not much laws 
is all right if you don't get member of fraternity?" The Social fraternities are not for
caught? Or are they trying to landlords had so much trouble withence my views of fraternities and to talk about at Rose besides everyone. However, there are a lot
certain students at Rose-Hulman. I homework, so anything that hap- prove that 
the law doesn't apply to those brothers, that they wouldn't of men who are not interested in
have talked to several people and pens is news-worthy. However, everyone? rent to anyone who was a member. joining simply because of the man-
many more have talked to me. when I say they talked about a I realize that there is more to a At the beginning of the year, I ner in which they are represented.
Actually, they would send me mes- party, it wasn't just a party they fraternity than wine and women, thought that "when reduced to the Keep this in mind if you ever start
sages by computer or leave voice talked about. Usually they also Pi Kappa Alpha has Moench Crite- simple facts, fraternity brothers are wondering how a fraternity got the
mail in which they shared their mentioned the number of their non, Lambda Chi Alpha has Run nothing more than drinking part- image it has.
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Professor's termination raises questions
Michael Pruett
Thorn Columnist
As her five year teaching
career at Rose-Hulman draws to a
close, Beverly Pestel questions
the circumstances surrounding her
termination.
In October of 1994, Beverly
Pestel, associate professor of
chemistry, was informed by
James Eifert, dean of the faculty,
that her contract would not be
renewed for the 1996-1997 school
year.
According to the Faculty
Handbook, "[the] Institute is not
required to make a statement of
the cause for non-renewal of pro-
bationary appointments, nor does
the probationary appointee have
any contractual right of renewal,"
where "probationary" is defined
by the handbook as "without ten-
ure."
However, Pestel has been
given many reasons for her termi-
nation, none of which she feels
are sufficient.
According to Pestel, Eifert
cited an evaluation by Dennis
Lewis, then chair of the Chemis-
try Department, as the primary
reason for her non-renewal.
Pestel recounts pressing Eif-
ert for a specific reason, saying
that she was told she "could not
get along with her colleagues."
Pestel did not believe this to be
true.
Following this meeting, Eifert
met individually with members of
the Chemistry Department at Pes-
tel's request.
"He told them that the depart-
ment chair had recommended that
I not be renewed; he told them
that as the dean, he concurred with
that [recommendation] and that I
had been told I would not be given
a contract for 1996-1997. After
saying all that, he then asked them
if they wanted me as a long-term
colleague," Pestel claims.
Pestel points out that Eifert
did not poll chemistry faculty
until December, two months after
he had told her that she "could not
get along with her colleagues."
Furthermore Pestel adds that
the number of faculty opinions
was less than the total number of
faculty in the department. Pestel
did not understand the discrep-
ancy.
It was not until January of
1995, after having asked Eifert for
her 1993-1994 Annual Personnel
Evaluation and Recommendations
report several times, that Pestel
received a copy of Lewis's evalu-
ation.
In March of 1995, after
receiving her final contract, Pestel
asked the Faculty Affairs Com-
mittee to review the items dis-
cussed in Lewis' evaluation. The
committee deemed that the sub-
jective nature of the evaluation
did not lend itself to investigation.
Furthermore, the committee
stated that "Dr. Pestel's 1993-
1994 Annual Personnel Evalua-
tion and Recommendations
report did not 'initiate' the non-
renewal decision."
In the fall of 1995, Pestel
approached President Samuel
Hulbert concerning her non-
renewal. Pestel recounts that Hul-
bert offered several negative rea-
sons for her non-renewal.
After countering these
remarks, Pestel recalls that Hul-
bert then stated that in retaining a
faculty member, there must be an
overwhelmingly positive reason
to do so.
"So I said, 'Why wasn't I told
this before, Sam?" recounts Pes-
tel.
Pestel served as Coordinator
of the General Chemistry I Pro-
gram for both the 1992-1993 and
the 1993-1994 school years.
Lewis makes the claim in Pes-
tel's 1993-1994 evaluation that
-the program failed to function,
largely due to Dr. Pestel's dictato-
rial methods."
However, in Pestel's 1992-
1993 evaluation, Lewis wrote that
"Beverly has made a significant
contribution to this program...
[and] has also done an excellent
job as Coordinator in both of
these courses."
Pestel notes that Lewis had
evidence for the latter statement
as he was a member of the team
during the 1992-1993 school year,
but has no direct knowledge of
her function as Coordinator dur-
ing the 1993-1994 school year.
In an April 14, 1995 memo-
randum concerning Pestel's
request, the Faculty Affairs Com-
mittee (FAC) expressed concern
that Dr. Pestel "did not receive a
copy of her 1993-1994 Annual
Personnel Evaluation and Recom-
mendations report until January of
1995."
The memo noted that "[the]
FAt is troubled by the highly
charged tone and personal nature
of the language used by the chair-
person of the Department of
Chemistry in Dr. Pestel's 1993-
1994 Annual Personnel Evalua-
tion and Recommendations
report."
The committee also expressed
concern at the fact that "certain
criticisms expressed by the chair-
person of the Department of
Chemistry in the [report] relative
to problems in years prior to
1993-1994 had not been included
in her Annual Evaluation and
Recommendation reports for
those previous years."
Eifert would not say whether
Pestel's non-reappointment was
due to her performance or to staff-
ing needs. Neither Eifert nor Hul-
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Lately, I have been contem-
plating something that has been
nagging me most of the year:
Why is the food at the Union so
incredibly hideous? I know this
makes it sound really awful, but
let's face it, it is. It really could
stand to be healthier, too.
With every meal, you can go
over and get some ice cream
and read the gripes of the com-
mon student about anything
food-related. One would think
that this fact would cause some
sort of stir in the management.
It would, for sure, 
if it were some
sort of establish-
ment that we actu-




be paid, and therefore could
care less if we made their jobs
easier by not showing up at
all. After seeing what some
people do to their trays just
before placing them on the
rack, I am positive the dish
crew would be happier.
Most of the time, we stu-
dents limit our complaints to
"the food is too cold from sit-
ting out too long" or "bring
back the pineapple juice" (both
should be heeded). I have
decided, over the course of my
first year here, that the taste is
the least of the problems asso-
ciated with the food we eat
everyday.
While taste is obviously a
major factor, making the food
healthier would be a bigger
improvement. Japanese chefs
believe, last I heard, that food
of only the meats. Food as sim-
ple as pasta is drenched in oil.
While it is a very good way to
keep the noodles from becom-
ing dried out from sitting out
too long, it is a good indication
that they already have. The
desserts are in a class by them-
selves. The ice cream and sher-
bet stand out as the healthiest
available and, as it turns out,
probably the most frequented.
Two out of three of my sis-
ters (and probably the other
one, too) would be having fits if
they were forced to eat ARA.
One is almost a vegan — an
extreme vegetarian — and
would be in a starvation -
induced coma by now. If you
live with such alternative eating
habits, you would generally
have to make your own meals
in order to get a substantial
meal, especially if
The taste is the least of the
problems associated with
the food we eat everyday
worked as a cook in a family
restaurant for a part time job in
high school, I realize what a
pain it is to have a customer
complain about the food. In
that situation, the customer is
right and you have to change
the way you do something in
order to please them. In a res-
taurant, you please the cus-
tomer or you don't get paid.
The food service here at
Rose does not suffer from this
problem due to the fact that the
vast majority of "customers"
eating at the Union have
already paid for their meals (or
will when the loan comes
due). If we all went somewhere
else for supper or ate breakfast
in our rooms from our own



















Free pool daily llam -
2pm & lam - close
WiseutilYS
rtotown UJut
10 North 6th Street
1/2 block South of 'SU
Must be 21 to enter
must look good before it can
taste good. While aesthetics of
food is not a bad thing, I would
prefer it if I did not have to
look out for heart disease and
high cholesterol.
During wrestling season, in
order for me to eat relatively
healthy meals and keep my
weight down, I made it a habit
to get what has been described
as a "rainbow meal" at ARA.
In other words, it had a lot of
colors.
Unfortunately, this meal
consisted, and still does, of a
tray full of fruit and vegetables
with the odd meat product occa-
sionally thrown in. I would
only add the meat if it were not
dripping in grease or hidden
among the famed sauces of the
Rose food service. At the
Union it is extremely difficult to
pick up some kind of coagulated
dead animal without it being
fried or dripping with grease or
just plain unrecognizable.




sisters is a pre-
med, tri-athlete,
so you can proba-
bly guess how
health conscious she is. The
third is an art teacher. I really
can't tell you how she would
react, but it probably wouldn't
be good. If you're just a nice
healthy person who likes good,
healthy food, you've got almost
as many problems as the vege-
tarian.
All in all, I believe that the
average Rose student increases
his or her blood pressure and
cholesterol/fat percentages to
nearly astronomical amounts
while here. It's a good thing
that Rose students can most
likely look forward to a good
job with a well paying salary.
We can be almost certain that
we will have enough money for
health club memberships and
silly mail order contraptions
from TV. We will more than
likely need these to get our-
selves into a relatively healthy
life-style after spending years
eating ARA.
Letters to the Editor
Rose requirements questioned
It 1..i'vkfith'great reservation that we submit this letter to the
iThorn. We have not taken any sort of poll that would allow us
4) say that our feelings are representative of the entire senior
ass, While we tried to contain our feelings of contempt.
amidst the circulating rumors of preferential treatment
because she (Beth Knoyl was related to a member of the
hoard. The overwhelming amount of undeserved press has
pushed us over the edge, and forced us to voice our opinions.
We feel that we have been let down by sacrificing the
-.standards that made it so selective for us in the senior class to
get accepted. One of the things that made Rose,Hulman so
special was the tight bond that we have developed over the
four years that we were here. This bond is so special due to
the hard work that each of us has had to demonstrate in order
to survive the difficulty of this school. While we are sure that
students at other colleges have had to work hard, we feel that
Mere is no way that IUPUI or any other school offers the same
intensity that Rose-Hillman Institute of Technology does.
There is a great deal of prestige associated with obtaining
a degree front Rose-Huh/tan. This prestige comes from the
hard work that it takes to both be accepted to the college and
the work that the students must do to survive the four years.
We felt this prestige could not be obtained by everyone. Were
we wrong? This past year Rose accepted a Senior transfer
student, who will graduate with the rest of us. This person
could not have had the same experience at their previous
college as they would have had at Rose-Huh/Ian.
It should be understood that we do not have any harsh
feeling towards Beth. Undoubtedly, she has the intelligence to
be a student at Rose, as well as a successful engineer. We just
feel that we have been betrayed by our school, by allowing
anyone to receive a Rose degree in one year. We would feel
the same way rather the student in question were male or
female. We feel that the senior year is the easiest of the four
years here at Rose and no student should ever be allowed to
transfer in with a 0.0 G.P.A. to take only the courses of the
senior year. Is Rose-Hultnan Institute of Technology really
Rose-Hulman junior college?
In conclusion, we feet that this transfer in is an unfortunate
attempt by Rose-Hulman to rush the first female student
through graduation. The school should review this incident
..with great care. The female.; that are new to Rose-Hillman as
well as those consortium students that started last year
!Sdeserved the right to say they were the first females that
. graduated from this school. Instead they will be forced to say
that they are the first females to finish four years of Rose-
, . .









It's the end of the quarter
again, and as you're all studying
and preparing for your summer
activities, I'd like to give you a
word of warning: lock your doors.
Let me explain...
When I transferred to Rose
last year, one of the things I was
most surprised by was the "open
door" policy in the residence
halls. On-campus residents were
encouraged to keep their doors
unlocked, as a measure of open-
ness and trust.
This was a very foreign con-
cept to me. At the University of
Illinois, where I began my college
career, leaving your door
unlocked was like offering your
possessions to your neighbors.
Crime was rampant over there,
and if someone stole something
while you were out of the room,
your peers would shrug and say,
"shoulda locked your door."
So when I got to Rose, and
they told me not to lock my door,
didn't trust anyone else. For most
of the year, the rest of the hall
went on leaving their doors open
with no major incidents, while I
locked mine and received con-
demnation.
Vindication came, however,
and it came during finals of spring
quarter. Things began disappear-
ing from peoples' rooms. Books,
When they told me not to
lock my door, I thought
they were crazy
I thought they were crazy. I went
on locking my door, and on sev-
eral occasions locked my room-
mate out of the room. Many of the
residents in the hall took offense
to my actions; some even claimed
I was untrustworthy because I
compact disks, cash, and other
commodities were stolen in broad
daylight thanks to the open door
policy.
Things started disappearing
because people were leaving
town. The petty thieves among us
were quite gracious when they
were living with us. It would be
foolish to commit an offense
when the victim lived right next to
you. When they were ready to
skip town, however, their true col-
ors revealed themselves. They
slipped into peoples' rooms,
grabbed some enticing items, and
fled to their getaway cars, parked
outside the hall, ready to take
them to whatever other town they
lived in.
I repeat my warning: lock
your doors. Now that we're all set
to leave Rose for a three month
vacation, thieves will be far
bolder than they have been all
year. Guard your books, calcula-
tors, CD's and cash; they are easy
to steal, highly liquid, difficult to
identify as yours. If you should
have something stolen this week,
and you stubbornly refuse to
guard your possessions, remem-
ber: you were warned.
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oday I'll attend my last class at
Rose-Hulman. I'll turn in the last
homework assignment; I'll listen to
the last boring lecture. I'll hear the bell ring
and ask someone "What hour is this?"
Today I'll fill out one more loan repayment
voucher and fax one more resume.
Tomorrow, I think I'll sleep in. I'll get
up around noon and channel surf for awhile.
Then I'll start gathering up things and pre-
paring for the joumey. I've collected a lot of
stuff since I first left Lynn, Indiana, in a
beat up old truck that I put together myself.
I've collected a lot of memories and made a
lot of friends, and I'll have to say good-bye
to them tomorrow.
The day after tomorrow, I'll prepare to
go home. The truck will be loaded, and it's
a long, but familiar road. I drive a different
truck now — a bit newer, a bit nicer. I've
got to get that damned piano out of the
house somehow and onto the truck. I can't
imagine how, but it seems like it has grown
since I brought it to the house nine months
ago. I hope it doesn't rain the day after
tomorrow.
One week from tomorrow, I'll walk
with my friends, in the sight of God and my
loved ones, and pick up my diploma. It's
about time. This is the first time Mom has
seen Rose-Hulman, and I hope she gets to
meet Sam Hulbert and all of my professors.
I know she'll be impressed, and "those
wonderful people at your school" will be
mentioned in her next dozen letters. I'll
shake a hundred hands, wish a hundred
good-byes, and breathe a hundred sighs one
week from tomorrow.
Two weeks from tomorrow, I'll be intro-
duced to a crowd by the principal of my
high school. I will, for the third time, bend
the ears of a hundred eager parents as I
present my scholarship to an eager young
student. A friend and I decided after we
graduated high school to give our own
scholarship. The first time I presented it, I
had to wear a suit to my last final here, and
drove straight home to make the ceremony.
Our scholarship is given to a student pursu-
ing a degree in education, because he and I
deem education of the utmost importance to
the future of this nation. I never prepare my
speech, so wish me luck two weeks from
tomorrow.
One month from tomorrow, I'll finally
have the computer on my desk tuned to my
liking. The autoexec.bat will load just what
I need, and Windows will have a program
group called "Frank". I'll remember the
secretary's name, and ask for more pencils.
I thought I wouldn't bother her again, and
then I remembered those pencils. She's very
nice and forgiving of the new guy, as are all
the people in the office. I'll have a magnetic
dot that I can move to "out" when I go to
lunch one month from tomorrow.
One year from tomorrow, I'll take a
vacation. I'll stop by the old school to say
hello and good-bye again to some old
friends, their tassels sticking to their tear-
streaked cheek. They'll meet Mrs. Pfeiffer,
and catch my eye to wink their approval.
"The job's going great. I just got a raise.
I've bought a house near shopping and
schools." They'll know, now, where I've
been, one year from tomorrow.
Ten years from tomorrow, the kids will
come along. I'm much more proud of that
alumni hat now, mainly because it keeps my
head from getting too much sun. Sam is still
president, and campus looks less like Sher-
wood Forest. There are two buildings on
campus called "The New Building", and
they're clearing the way for another. I hope
Sam doesn't make any bald jokes at me ten
years from tomorrow.
Twenty-five years from
tomorrow, the sun will be
shining on a warm breezy
morning in Terre Haute.
We showed up early, and
stop at the tent by the field-
house for refreshments pro-
vided by the alumni
association. I want to drink
in the scene and remember
it forever, but memories
blur what I see before me
and I search the crowd for
perhaps one person I know.
The four years are over, and
my son grips the hand of the
president firmly and returns
to his seat. The speeches
won't be any shorter
twenty-five years from
tomorrow.
Fifty years from tomor-
row, I'll seat myself at a
round table. The new Union




This past weekend, I jumped out of a
perfectly good airplane from a height of
over 16,000 feet which translates to
screaming towards the earth at 120 miles
per hour for around 75 seconds of free
fall. There was a guy strapped to my back
doing all of the work, and I was just there
along for the ride of a lifetime. Going
skydiving makes you think about a lot of
things in your life, and second thoughts
are bound to arise especially when you
have to sign a waiver claiming that your
family can't sue the place even if they
intentionally try to kill you.
My original plan was to go skydiving,
and then tell my parents, but I decided to
tell them after my first attempt was foiled
by a combination of bad weather and a
another couple who had priority because
they were going to get married while sky-
diving. My mother made it pretty clear
that she would rather have me doing any-
thing else other than leaping out of an air-
plane, but she knew that I'd want to do
this sooner or later on my mission to
always try something new and different.
When I told her that the rain prevented
me from going the first time and that I
was going back again, she told me, "Well,
I hope it rains."
I waited for more than eleven hours
over a period of two days for the weather
to finally clear up, and I had plenty of
time to think this whole thing over. I was
shown plenty of skydiving videos, and I
had plenty of exposure to people who had
jumped out of an airplane hundreds of
times. I had to sign every right to my life
away, and then get all suited up in the
jump suit, helmet and harness. There was
only a couple of minutes of training
required for a tandem jump, because there
was an experienced skydiver strapped
to my back who was going to be in
complete control of everything.
Skydive Indiana had a "boogie"
that day where a lot of skydivers came
to jump out of a special plane called a
-King Air" which could hold up to 22
people at a time. It could also reach a
higher altitude much faster than the
other planes. When it was finally time
to go, I was the first to board the plane
because I was going to be the last one
to jump. As the airplane took off I
looked out the window and watched
the surface of the earth transform into
a myriad of little green and brown
rectangles. We flew through the
clouds, and I thought about how I was
about to hurl myself out of the plane
and fall through these clouds in just a
couple of minutes.
The pilot gave the command to
jump when we were in position, and
the door flung open with the loudest
gush of air I've ever heard. It was time
to go, and there was no turning back. I
scooted towards the door as the other
16 people lined up and jumped out of
the plane. I put my feet at the edge of
the door, put my hands on the grips on
my chest, and leaned my whole body
outside the airplane into a freezing
wind until the jump master decided to
jump.
We did a flip out of the plane, and
a drogue parachute was released after
we were stabilized in order to slow us
down to the speed of one person. Then
he tapped me on the shoulder to indi-
cate that it was all right to spread my
arms out for the free fall of over two
miles. Cold air was gushing into my
face and my ears were constantly pop-
ping, but it was a completely awesome
ride. When he yelled, "Pull." I leaned
my head back and watched the para-
chute as it opened slowly, and I felt
safe knowing that the parachute had
opened even though I was still 3000
feet in the air. We did spins on the way
down and floated down for what
seemed like forever. We talked about
how to land, and flared ten feet from
the ground to slow down for a stand-up
landing. My ears were ringing like I had
just got back from a loud concert, and it
took a couple of hours before my hear-
ing returned to normal.
Going skydiving makes you think
about some things about your life that
really should be everyday thoughts. I
woke up on Saturday morning thinking,
"Wow, today I'm going to jump out of
an airplane, and this could be the last
time I wake up in this bed." I knew for a
couple of months that I was going to go
skydiving, but it wasn't until a couple of
days before I actually went that the
implications of the whole matter really
hit me.
I thought to myself, "If indeed I do
die this weekend, have I really accom-
plished everything I wanted? Is there
anything I need to say to someone
before I leave? How would it change the
people who know me if I did die? Who
would go to my funeral? How many
people would be at my funeral that I
didn't even know?"
My mind was going crazy on Friday
thinking about all these things, because
I haven't experienced everything that I
wanted in my life yet, and there was n(
way to tell everyone everything that
had to say. If I did die, news of my cleat'
would be heard all across my hom.
town and here at school, and my parent'
would be a complete wreck. There is is
telling who would go to my funeral, bu:
I would hope that it would be very wei
attended by anyone that I've somehov,
touched.
These kinds of thoughts don't usu-
ally come up until death is staring you
in the face such as when you're about to
jump out of an airplane, but sometimes
you need to be reminded of these kinds
of questions in everyday situations.
There are so many risks of dying in
everyday life such as every time we get
into a car, walk down the street, or even
attend classes with a chance of a bomb
exploding. Why not go skydiving every
once in a while? You only live once, but
if you do it right, once is enough.
.55
poof
looks nicer than the old one, but I wonder if
the kids like the food yet. The coat I wear is
like a dozen others in the room, and I see
I'm not the only one who can't match pants
to the red plaid. As the guy speaking at the
function preaches the glorious future, my
thoughts steal away to the glorious past —
to simpler times — and I miss the papers
and the lectures and the noise. This school
was good to me, and I intend to be remem-
bered here fifty years from tomorrow.
Today, someone will ask me, "So what
are you going to do tomorrow?"
"I haven't a clue."





Before I start, I'd like to congratulate Rose baseball on
their textbook ICAC championship. Rattle the Cage, Rose
-Far better is it to dare mighty things, to win ,
triumphs, esen though checkered by failure_
rank with those poor spirits who neither enjoy
much,because they live in the gray twilight tha,.
• nt 
Congratulations, Rose Seniors. You've earned it,
too, am about to embark on a new life, and as I see
sunset of my time here approachirm, I fear that I
never make aback. I know that life has a way of creep. ,
p On you and sweeping you away from where you've
been, and sometimes no matter how hard we try, we can',
return.
I will not forget. If memories are treasures. T'
rids with the memories of Rose, and you be.„-
ade me so. I pray that the road of time and travel
us back toether .somehow, if only for a moment 1\




Welcome to the edge of tune ,
:T14 P1 „.•1?; TAM
COIng,
Ofiahas a
I see the finish
And now 0 0,4 ihrou
I still have races yet to nth
And still have hourglasses left to drain-
11 my mark upon the earth
deeds will be of Trick and worth--
And people round the world will know my name.
fa.f hail., fr-fin Colorado Simr7ngs. C'olorado.
inspi,uion t. a;,:r and to rhe school. MT
ar.d brought to ligiu
." ii.,01,1 poeoy .
':155: 1 pursue a carp, ,hr
ish him 71e hest of tuck in all his Atter
• visits often. Thanks Schrrtitty!
We need you...
...to tell us that you like Eric Schmidt's poet-
ry. This will be his last poem in the Thorn. He
will be transferring to the Air Force Acade-
my next year. He thinks no one reads his po-
etry and he is unappreciated. Please help us
show him otherwise. Call (x8255) or write the
Rose Thorn office (see staff box on Page 4) to
tell us that you like Eric Schmidt's poetry
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Engineers ride durable pitching to tourney title
by Joel Gillespie
Sports Editor
The Rose-Hulman baseball team over-
came rain delays, extra-inning games, and
tired arms to capture their second consecu-
tive ICAC postseason tournament title last
weekend. With the title, the 28-12 Engi-
neers earned their first NCAA Division III
tournament berth since 1992 and clinched
Rose-Hulman's first ICAC Men's All-
Sports Trophy.
Rose traveled to Marietta, Ohio, to
compete in the Mideast Regional double-
elimination tournament. The Engineers
will try to fight their way out of the loser's
bracket following a 10-2 first-round loss to
Ohio Wesleyan Thursday (see story, page
1).
Following their first-round defeat, the
Engineers will play the loser of the Mariet-
ta-Allegheny game at 3:30 p.m. today.
Should the Engineers win that game, they
will play again at 7 p.m. tonight. All games
are being broadcast on WMHD-FM, 90.5.
The Engineers have their hands full in
the four-team regional, which includes na-
tionally ranked Marietta College (No. 1),
Allegheny College (No. 17), and Ohio
Wesleyan University (No. 30). Rose is
seeded third in the bracket, ahead of Al-
legheny.
Marietta and Allegheny boast impres-
sive offenses, each averaging more than
eight runs per game. Ohio Wesleyan has
excellent pitching and sufficient hitting,
much like the Engineers.
Rose defeated Anderson in
two dramatic games on Sunday
to claim the conference tourna-
ment crown. The Engineers,
having already been defeated
by the Ravens once in the tour-
nament, needed to win two
straight to avoid elimination.
Rose was up to the task, win-
ning 2-1 in the first game on the
strength of an Andy Cain 3-hit-
ter, and persevering through 12
tough innings to win 4-2 for the
championship.
In the first game, Cain was
superb, facing only two batters
over the minimum on the way
to his third win of the season.
The game was scoreless
into the sixth inning, when a
balk and a sacrifice bunt moved Ander-
son's Floyd Bennett to third base, and an
infield grounder drove him in.
In the bottom of the inning, Rose
struck back, stringing together four sin-
gles to score the only two runs the Engi-
neers would need. Anderson threatened
again in the seventh, but Cain shut them
down the rest of the way and the Engi-
neers emerged victorious.
Cassidy Clark, a surprise starter, led
the Engineers at the plate with three hits
and an RBI. Chris Gates knocked in
Rose's other run.
That set the stage for the
championship game, which
didn't disappoint anyone in the
crowd. Trailing 2-0, Rose got
two run-scoring singles from
Clark and Brian Bajgrowicz to
knot the score in the top of the
sixth inning.
NCAA III Mideast Regional Sche
Thursday, May 16
3:30 p.m. Ohio Wesleyan 10, Rose-Hulman 2
7:00 p.m. Marietta vs. Allegheny
Friday, May 17
Noon Ohio Wesleyan vs. MC-AC Winner
3:30 p.m. Rose-Hulman vs. MC-AC Loser
dule
7 p.m. Winner of 3:30 game vs. loser of Noon game
Saturday, May 18
1 p.m. Championship
4 p.m. Championship, if necessary
*All games will be broadcast on WMITD-FM, 90.5.*
Freshman southpaw Andy Cain delivers during the
ICAC tournament.
Starter Jimmy Costa
pitched five solid innings, giv-
ing up two runs, and he left
with the score tied, 2-2. Matt
Sims, who had taken the loss
NCAA III Mideast Regional Team Leaders
No. 1 Seed Marietta College (40-10)
Top Hitters Pos. HR RBI Avg
Joe Thomas 1B/ P 13 62 .415
Mike Pegram C 3 29 .412
Randy Hydro OF 3 34 .393
Top Pitchers W L SO ERA
Bob Davies 11 3 106 2.45
Joe Thomas 4 2 64 2.50
Dave Bertolino 6 2 43 3.47
No. 2 Seed Ohio Wesleyan (31-13)
Top Hitters Pos. HR RBI Avg
Eric Heise DH 1 18 .326
Ryan Missler 3B 4 27 .313
Aaron Missler 1B 6 38 .299
Top Pitchers W SO ERA
Mike Bird 7 3 85 1.65
Scott Oberschlake 7 4 49 2.37
Josh Eugjand 2 0 11 0.38
No. 3 Seed Rose-Huhnan (28-12)
Top Hitters Pos. HR RBI Avg
No. 4 Seed Allegheny (33-11)
Top Hitters Pos. HR RBI Avg
Brian Bajgrowicz SS 0 20 .359 Joe Musgrove DH 8 65 .504
Eric Tryon P/OF 0 17 .336 Jason Nypaver OF 13 50 .416
Kyle Curry C 0 25 .313 John Tavares SS 3 24 .385
Top Pitchers W L SO ERA Top Pitchers W L SO ERA
Eric Tryon 11 0 98 1.82 Chuck Stefanini 8 3 78 3.44
Matt Sims 10 3 46 2.18 Matt Perry 8 1 78 4.38
Andy Cain 3 3 31 2.51 Ken Baker 5 2 23 6.75
Now renting for next summer or fall: furnished or unfurnished house or
apartmnet, good neighborhoods. 2,3,4,5,6, or 8-bedrooms. some with
utilities paid. Lease & deposit, Beuchler Apartments. Call 877-2910.
3 bdrm totally remodeled, 1-1/2 bath, stove. fridge, avail June I. Call
234-2471.
610'44111,41111.000,01,00.1.141,
'81 Volkswagen Rabbit, 4-Speed, stick shift, new clutch, good condition,
Price: $600 or better offer. Please call Yanni at 235-0421.
Microwave, $50. Call ext. 8213 or 894-3181.
'82 Yamaha Sega 650 motorcycle. $900 OBO Call 234-0518 Ask for
Shane.
Apple PowerBook 520c, Dual Scan Color, 12 Meg Ram, 500 Meg
Harddrive, 2 PCMCIA slots, 14.4 PCMCIA Cellular-Ready Modem.
$1,800. 877-3501 ask for Mike.
HP 480X Sell or trade for HP 48SX (317) 783-1547. Rob Rogers.
Wooden bunk beds for sale. Compact, stained, and varnished. Call Tony,
x-8865.
and pitched eight innings in a game against
the Ravens the day before, tossed the final
seven innings for the Engineers, and left no
one questioning his endurance.
The Engineers and Ravens couldn't put
together any runs before the top of the
twelfth, when a run-scoring single by Kyle
Curry broke the tie, and a sacrifice fly by
Costa gave the Engineers an insurance run.
In the bottom of the inning, Sims set
down the Ravens in order to allow the cele-
bration to begin for the Engineers. The win
improved Sims' record to 10-3 on the season.
Rose began their charge to the title with a
rain-delayed 10-9 win over Wabash in the
first round. Junior lefty Eric Tryon, who had
been dominant in nearly every start this sea-
son, was roughed up by the Little Giants.
Tryon gave up seven runs, all earned, in
six innings, and was in the process of being
replaced by Cain when the rain began. Rose
led 10-6 at that point.
Two-and-a-half hours later, the game re-
sumed. Cain gave up three runs, including
one baserunner inherited from Tryon, to Wa-
bash in the top of the seventh.
He was able to close out the game without
giving up any more runs to earn the save,
though. Bajgrowicz led the Engineer attack
with three hits and three RBIs.
Rose lost their next game to Anderson, 5-
4, which put them into an elimination game
against DePauw.
Despite benefiting from eight DePauw er-
rors and 10 walks, the Engineers were not
able to break the game open until the top of
the tenth inning, when they scored six runs to
make the final score a misleading 8-3. Tryon
picked up the win in relief of Egli.
All games of the tournament except the
Rose-Wabash matchup were moved to Indi-





Soundwave power converter (the little bi,:k box). Lelt in public lah on
11 March. $25 reward. Call X-8578.
1 Basketball with NBA in silver letters, last Saturday in Shook. Also
found similar ball. Would like my ball back, please call 877-6878 ask for
DAVE.
Woman's gold high school class ring. Has a light blue stone with Pioneer
High School written on top. Call x-8775.
7 litaillitiroarigrain
NFL jacket found in classroom three months ago - see Peggy in Moench
D219 or call X8349.
SERVICr
lyping Service, professional-looking documents tables, brochures,
merge mass mailing, forms, newsletter, resumes, & etc. No job too big or
small. 877-1672, if no answer please leave a message.
K1; - p,
1.1111"111.111114111%
EE Circuits willing to work on repairing electric Wersi organs (technical
support is available) Call Donna Gustafson 877-8275.
gvENTS'
Centenary United Methodist Church. 1,c:tied :it 301 N. 7th Street' just
First Round, NCAA Tournament
Ohio Wesleyan 10, Rose-Hulman 2
Rose-HulmanABR H BI Ohio WesleyanAB R HBI
Egli, CF 5 I 1 0 Weaver, SS 4 I 0 0
Schw'man. 2B 2 0 0 0 Zak, LF 5 0 0 0
M. Hiatt. 2B 1 0 0 0 R. Missler. 3B 4 2 2 2
C. Hiatt, 3B 4 0 0 0 A. Missler, I B 4 2 2 1
Tryon, P/DH 2 1 0 0 Heise, DH 4 1 2 0
Nichols, DH 0 0 0 0 Cioffi. C 4 2 2 0
Curry, C 3 0 1 2 Lang'derfer. CF 5 2 3 2
Holder, C 1 0 0 0 Ratcliff, 2B 3 0 I 0
Costa. 1B 3 0 1 0 Postek. 2B 0 0 0 0
Clark, RF 2 0 0 0 Emrich. RF 4 0 3 4
Gates, LF 2 0 0 0 Oberschlake, P 0 0 0 0
Veale, PH 0 1 0
Pownall, RF 0 1 0
Baj'wicz, SS 4 0 0 0
Cain, P 0 0 0 0
Rudolph, P 0 0 0 0
Totals 31 2 5 2 Totals 371015 9
1 2 3 456 789 R H E
Rose-Hulman 200 000 000- 2 5 5
Ohio Wesleyan 200 I 5 0 I 1 x- 10 150
E-Schwegman, Costa 2, Bajgrowicz, Cain. LOB-
Rose-Hulman 8, Ohio Wesleyan 10. 2B-Curry, Costa,
A. Missler, Heise. HR-R. Missler. Sac-Schwegman,
Heise, Ratcliff 2.
Rose-Hulman IP H R ER BB SO
Tryon, L (II -1) 4.0 6 5 4 2 3
Cain 3.0 8 4 3 0 2
Rudolph 1.0 1 1 I 1 0
Ohio Wesleyan
Oberschlake 9.0 5 2 2 3 2
WP-Tryon, Oberschlake. HBP-Tryon by Ober-
schlake. Clark by Oberschlake. Cioffi by Rudolph.
T-2:13. A-226.
ICAC Championship Game
Rose-Huhnan 4, Anderson 2 (12 inn.)
Rose-HulmanABR H BI Anderson AB R HBI
Egli, CF 4 0 0 0 Bennett, SS 4 2 2 0
Schw'man. 2B 6 0 1 0 Roudebush. LF 3 0 2 1
C. Hiatt. 3B 5 2 2 0 Cr.Sherwood.3B 4 0 0 0
Tryon. RF 4 2 1 0 Hays, RF 5 0 1 1
Curry. C 5 0 1 1 Brandt, 2B 5 0 1 0
Costa, P 4 0 0 1 Strege, I B 4 0 2 0
Clark, LF 6 0 2 1 Bontrager, 3B 1 0 0 0
Veale, IB 4 0 0 0 Ch.Shetvicx)d,CF1 0 0 0
Baj'wicz, SS 5 0 4 1 CI.Sherwood, PHI 0 0 0
Sims, P 0 0 0 0 Granger, C 4 0 0 0
Likens, PH 1 0 0 0
DuBois, DH 3 0 1 0
Vargo, DH 2 0 0 0
White, P 0 00 0
Welches, P 0 0 0 0
Betley, P 0 00 0
Totals 43 411 4 Totals 41 2 9 2
123 456 789161112 R H E
Rose-Hulman 000 002 000 002- 4 110
Anderson 100 010 000 000- 2 9 0
DP-Rose-Hulman 3, LOB-Rose-Hulman 13. Ander-
son 7. 2B-Bajgrowicz. Sac-Curry, Tryon, Veale,
Roudebush. SF-Costa.
Rose-Hulman IP H R ER BB SO
Costa 5.0 6 2 2 3 3
Sims, W(10-3) 7.0 3 0 0 0 2
DePauw
White 4.2 3 0 0 2 5
Welches 1.0 2 2 2 2 2
Betley, L(5-3) 6.1 6 2 2 0 4
WP-Costa, White. HBP-C. Hiatt by Welches, Egli
by Betley.
Sports Brief
Loftus Qualifies for Nationals
Sophomore pole vaulter Ryan Loftus
qualified for the NCAA III outdoor cham-
pionships this past weekend with a vault
of 15' 9-1/2." Loftus will travel to North
Central College in Naperville, Ill., next
week to compete in the national meet.
ii
northwest of ISU's Hulman Center and north of the United Ministries
Center, now has a SATURDAY EVENING SERVICE at 5:30 in the
fellowship hall. which can be accessed through the door on the east side
of the church. The service lasts 40-45 minutes, dress is casual, and ALL
ROSE-HULM AN STUDENTS ARE WELCOME.
MUMS:
The Rose Thorn oilers classified advertisements less man 30 ,,ords
free to Rose-Hulman students, faculty, and student organizations. For
submissions of more than 30 words, each additional word is $0.10.
All other classified ads are $3.00 for the first 30 words, then $0.15
for each additional word. Payments must be made in advance:
corrections at our expense on first week only.
The Thorn reserves the right to refuse advertising which the editors
judge to be discriminatory on the basis of race, religion or sexual
orientation. or that promotes violence, illegal activities or is in bad taste.
Submissions may be made at the Thorn office (room C216), through
the Thorn Box 2034, by e-mailing thorn@rose-hulman.edu, or by calling
the Thorn at ext. 8255. Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. the
Wednesday prior to publication. Runs over one week must be renewed
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I'LL SPEND EIGHT WEEKS
GETTING COMPETITIVE
BIDS FROM COMPANIES
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Top 10 Excuses given by seniors
for not having a job
10. GPA's too high; I'm overqualified
9. "D" may be for diploma, but "F" is for freetime
8. Can't print my resume, "Ah, watzup wit da ink heya'
7. Because then I'd have to pay back all those loans
6. Two words: un employable
5. Interview? What interview?
4. Still finishing some IC homework
3. Must see next year's Manx Cliffhanger
2. SGA didn't censor my web page in time
. But, I've been an Editor all year
CHERE MY 'S PROTECTTIME LINE .
SIX WEEKS TO GET
THE WISDOM AND
APPROVAL OF EXECUTIVES





April 7, 1995 — April 4, 1996
"We put out once a week and
we only use the big ones."




(I'LL SPEND THREE WEEKS
MEETING WITH PEOPLE
WHO YOU SEND TO ME
BECAUSE YOU DON'T FEEL
LIKE TALKING TO THEM
YOURSELp
3 WEEKS
'NI THE FINAL PHASE
I LEAP TO my DEATH,
A 6ITTER AND 3ROKEN
5HELL OF A MAN.
;1
IF I Tire
MY LEAP
RIGHT YOU'LL
Tu5T 6E
LEAVING THE
BUILDING
